SANAKO Study 1200

Interactive Language Learning Environment

SANAKO Study 1200 makes language teaching enjoyable and productive at all levels. Our breakthrough software is easy-to-use and dynamic — there is no proprietary hardware to invest in, and the system is flexible and fully scalable to meet teaching needs in large or small environments — simply install the software on as many or as few student PCs as you need, and your language teaching environment is ready! SANAKO Study 1200 is easily installed on top of existing IT resources throughout the institution, making it the ideal whole school solution for language teaching.

Additional software modules may be installed as needed to introduce specific teaching and learning activities. SANAKO Study 1200 is an advanced language learning solution that offers listening-based as well as intensive voice-based activities. The integrated digital recorder supports student voice recording for self-instruction and teaching practice as students can reproduce pronunciation. Study 1200 software is compatible with the Microsoft®.NET platform, and will also support the future Microsoft® Windows Vista™ technology. It is SCORM** compatible, making it suitable for use with Learning Management Systems such as the Blackboard Learning System™.

**SCORM (Sharable Content Object Reference Model) is a collection of standards and specifications for web-based training.
Modernize traditional favorites
Teachers don’t have to change the way they teach to be innovative and progressive. SANAKO Study language teaching software makes use of modern methods and resources to deliver new and traditional learning activities with maximum impact.

Use the latest technology
Because the software builds on existing ICT investments, teachers can modernize their language courses by incorporating new active learning tools and methods. SANAKO Study language teaching software builds on the latest commonly used computer operating systems, and with everyday image tools such as Microsoft® Word, which are available in most IT environments. Users can also check out updates online to ensure that it offers the maximum performance.

Reinforce learning
Teachers can use communication tools that are familiar to their students, such as text messaging or chat, to communicate with them in an engaging way, and to reinforce learning by creating new opportunities to interact in the target language. Collaborative resources such as an interactive whiteboard and teacher tool centers that students get actively involved in learning.

Stay in control
New ways of learning and interacting in the classroom demand new ways of managing student activity. SANAKO Study language teaching software helps teachers through the center of learning activity with a suite of classroom management tools. Control web browsing, manage chat sessions, ensure student on screen work is activities. Block websession, lock computer and keyboard to focus attention on a given task that does not interfere with student activity. There’s no built-in rule in charge of this environmental Children choose which activities teachers are using existing layout plans or lessons get started without any delays.

Teach with software that’s approachable
Teachers will be perfectly confident using our teaching software, as the interfaces are user-friendly and activity driven. This means that activities not in use cannot be accidentally selected to confuse the teacher and disrupt the lesson. No specialized IT skills are needed to use the software and learning environment provided by our software.

Track learning progress
SANAKO Study 1200 provides teachers with a number of methods for evaluating student performance and tracking their progress. Use writing, listening, recorded and Web-based activities to stimulate learners to make use of their growing oral and written language skills, and monitor results for comparison over time, so the teacher and students can measure progress.

Integrate with existing IT resources
The intelligent design of this software ensures that it’s compatible with the latest commonly used computer operating systems, and with everyday image tools such as Microsoft® Word, which are available in most IT environments. Users can also check out updates online to ensure that it offers the maximum performance.

Modules and services available
Study 1200 software can be enhanced with plug-in modules that introduce new teaching and learning activities. The software is also supported by a full range of after-sales services.

SANAKO Study modules:
• SANAKO Study Blackboard Module
• SANAKO Study Video Live Module
• SANAKO Study Examination Module
• SANAKO Study Content Authoring Module
• SANAKO Study Admin Module
• SANAKO Study Lite Recorder Module
• SANAKO Study Poll Query Module

SANAKO Services include:
• SANAKO Installation Services
• SANAKO Training Services
• SANAKO Software Maintenance
• SANAKO Remote Support Services
• SANAKO Online Training Services
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Modules and services available
Study 1200 software can be enhanced with plug-in modules that introduce new teaching and learning activities. The software is also supported by a full range of after-sales services.

SANAKO Study modules:
• SANAKO Study Blackboard Module
• SANAKO Study Video Live Module
• SANAKO Study Examination Module
• SANAKO Study Content Authoring Module
• SANAKO Study Admin Module
• SANAKO Study Lite Recorder Module
• SANAKO Study Poll Query Module

SANAKO Services include:
• SANAKO Installation Services
• SANAKO Training Services
• SANAKO Software Maintenance
• SANAKO Remote Support Services
• SANAKO Online Training Services

Track learning progress
SANAKO Study 1200 provides teachers with a number of methods for evaluating student performance and tracking their progress. Use writing, listening, recorded and Web-based activities to stimulate learners to make use of their growing oral and written language skills, and monitor results for comparison over time, so the teacher and students can measure progress.

Ensure the best learning results
Study 1200 gives students access to resources for independent or supplemental learning and study. This unique learning environment creates additional learning opportunities and reinforces classroom activity. Students can use the command “voice input” tool to easily create voice-based exercises that help polish pronunciation, intonation and fluency.
Modernize traditional favorites
Teachers don’t have to change the way they teach to be innovative and progressive. SANAKO Study language teaching software makes use of modern methods and resources to deliver new and traditional learning activities with maximum impact.

Use the latest technology
Because the software builds on existing ICT investments, teachers can modernize their language courses by incorporating new resources and tools. SANAKO Study 1200 gives teachers the flexibility to use text, images, audio and video to create stimulating new learning material.

Reinforce learning
Teachers can use communication tools that are familiar to their students, such as text messaging or chat, to communicate with them in an engaging way, and to reinforce learning by creating new opportunities to interact in the target language. Collaborative resources such as an interactive whiteboard and marker tool ensure that students get actively involved in learning.

Stay in control
New ways of learning and interacting in the classroom demand new ways of managing student activity. SANAKO’s software language learning solution keeps teachers focused on the center of learning activity with a suite of classroom management tools. Control work-keeping, manage chat sessions, monitor student screen, monitor work and activities. Blank out screens, lock course and keyboards to focus attention on a given task, shut down all or specific student computers. Teachers can take full control of the classroom. SANAKO’s software ensures teachers have full control of the classroom! Class files allow teachers to save seating layout plans so lessons get started without any delays.

Teach with software that’s approachable
Teachers will be perfectly confident using our teaching software, as the interfaces are user-friendly and activity-driven. This means that activities are not too complex for students and that teachers can use them in an engaging way. SANAKO Study 1200 makes it easy to create activities that match the students’ needs and skills. Moreover, SANAKO Study 1200 gives teachers the flexibility to use text, images, audio and video to create stimulating new learning material.

SANAKO Study 1200 Language Learning Software

Integrate with existing IT resources
The intelligent design of the software ensures it’s compatible with the latest commonly used computer operating systems, and with everyday image tools such as Microsoft® Word, which are available in most IT environments. Users can also seek out updates online to ensure that it offers the maximum performance.

Modules and services available
Study 1200 software can be enhanced with plug-in modules that introduce new teaching and learning activities. The software is also supported by a full range of after sales services.

SANAKO Study modules:
- SANAKO Study Blackboard Module
- SANAKO Study Video Live Module
- SANAKO Study Examination Module
- SANAKO Study Content Authoring Module
- SANAKO Study Admin Module
- SANAKO Study Life Recorder Module
- SANAKO Study Poll Query Module

SANAKO Services include:
- SANAKO Installation Services
- SANAKO Training Services
- SANAKO Software Maintenance
- SANAKO Remote Support Services
- SANAKO Online Training Services

Track learning progress
SANAKO Study 1200 provides teachers with a number of methods for evaluating student performance and tracking their progress. Use writing, listening, recorded and Web-based activities to stimulate learners to make use of their growing oral and written language skills, and more results for comparison over time, so the teacher and students can measure progress.

Ensure the best learning results
Study 1200 gives students access to resources for independent or supplement learning. It also provides learners with a rich environment where they can work on their language skills. SANAKO Study 1200 gives students access to resources for independent or supplementary learning. It also provides learners with a rich environment where they can work on their language skills.

Please note that the text is a summary of the content and may not include all the details.
Your key to a whole school teaching solution

The SANAKO Study group of teaching solutions provides a reliable, user-friendly and expandable foundation for the use of IT, multimedia, the Internet and various collaboration tools in the teaching of language and other subjects. Although interactive and activity-led functions, all of our teaching software can easily be used by all teachers; they're also suitable for teaching students at all levels. Study software teaching solutions can be enhanced with the addition of plug-ins modules that introduce focused learning or teaching activities. All software solutions in this group are compatible with the latest Microsoft® operating systems.

SANAKO Educational Solutions

The Sanako family of educational products combines the best of technology with outstanding sound quality to serve teachers’ needs in a variety of teaching environments, ranging from dedicated language-teaching labs to language and audio curricular teaching software, virtual and multimedia-classroom and classroom management tools.

SANAKO Study 1200 is a modular and dynamic software language-teaching solution for teacher-led and independent learning.

SANAKO in Brief

SANAKO, formerly Tandberg Educational, is a learning technology company developing language-teaching solutions, teaching and classroom management software, virtual learning and professional development solutions, as well as supplying essential services. We are the world leader in this language-teaching technology.

Microsoft, Windows, PowerPoint, Windows Vista and the Windows Vista Start button are trademarks or registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries.

SANAKO Study 1200 Interactive Language Learning Environment

Interactive teaching software from SANAKO makes language teaching enjoyable and productive at all levels. Our breakthrough software is easy-to-use and dynamic — there is no proprietary hardware to invest in, and the system is flexible and fully scalable to meet teaching needs in large or small environments — simply install the software on as many or as few student PCs as you need, and your language teaching environment is ready! SANAKO Study 1200 is easily installed on top of existing IT resources throughout the institution, making it the ideal whole school solution for language teaching.

Additional software modules may be installed as needed to introduce specific teaching and learning activities. SANAKO Study 1200 is an advanced language learning solution that offers learning based on real-time, immersive, voice-based activities. The integrated digital recorder supports student voice recording for model imitation and teaching practice as students can record, pronunciation. Study 1200 software is compatible with the Microsoft®.NET platform, and will also support the future Microsoft® Windows Vista™ technology. It is SCORM** compatible, making it suitable for use with Learning Management Systems such as the Blackboard Learning System™.

**SCORM (Sharable Content Object Reference Model) is a collection of standards and specifications for use throughout an e-learning system.